A new theorem on space-time singularities is presented which largely incorporates and generalizes the previously known results. The theorem implies that space-time singularities are to be expected if either the universe is spatially closed or there is an 'object5 undergoing relativistic gravitational collapse (existence of a trapped surface) or there is a point p whose past null cone encounters sufficient matter that the divergence of the null rays through p changes sign somewhere to the past of p (i.e. there is a minimum apparent solid angle, as viewed from p for small objects of given size). The theorem applies if the following four physical assumptions are made: (i) Einstein's equations hold (with zero or negative cosmological con stant), (ii) the energy density is nowhere less than minus each principal pressure nor less than minus the sum of the three principal pressures (the 'energy condition5), ( 
The fifth theorem (referred to as V; see H, also Hawking (1966c) and P) does not suffer from objections of this kind, but the requirement on which it was based-namely that the divergence of all timelike and null geodesics through some point p changes sign somewhere to the past of p -is somewhat stronger than one would wish. Theorem V would be considerably more useful in application if the above requirement referred only to null geodesics.
In this paper we establish a new theorem, which, with two reservations, effec tively incorporates all of I, II, III, IV and V while avoiding each of the above objections. In its physical implications, our theorem falls short of completely superseding these previous results only in the following two main respects. In the first instance we shall require the non-existence of closed time like curves. Theorem II (and II alone) did not require such an assumption. Secondly, in common with II, III, IV and V, we shall require the slightly stronger energy condition given in (3.4), than that used in I. This means that our theorem cannot be directly applied when a positive cosmological constant A is present. However, in a collapse, or ' big bang', situation we expect large curvatures to occur, and the larger the curva tures present the smaller is the significance of the value of A. Thus, it is hard to imagine that the value of A should qualitively affect the singularity discussion, except in regions where curvatures are still small enough to be comparable with A. We may take I as a further indication (though not a proof) of this. In a similar way, II may be taken as a strong indication that the development of closed timelike curves is not the 'answer' to the singularity problem. Of course, such causality violation would carry with it other very serious problems, in any case.
The energy condition (3.4) used here (and in II, III, IV and V) has a very direct physical interpretation. It states, in effect, that 'gravitation is always attractive' (in the sense that neighbouring geodesics near any one point accelerate, on the average, towards each other). Our theorem will apply, in fact, in theories other than classical general relativity provided gravitation remains attractive. In par ticular, we can apply our results in the theory of Brans & Dicke (1961) , using the metric for which the field equations resemble Einstein's (cf. Dicke 1962) . The gravitational constant could, in principle, change sign in this theory, but only via a region at which it becomes infinite. Such a region could reasonably be called a 'singularity' in any case. On the other hand, gravitation does not always remain attractive in the theory of Hoyle & Narliker (1963) (owing to the effective negative energy of the C-field) so our theorem is not directly applicable in this theory. We note, finally, that in Einstein's theory (with 'reasonable' sources) it is only A > 0 which can prevent gravitation from being always attractive, the A term represent ing a 'cosmic repulsion'.
In common with all the previous results I,..., V, our theorem will not give very much information as to the nature of the space-time singularities that are to be inferred on the basis of Einstein's theory. If we accept that ' causality breakdown ' is unlikely to occur (because of philosophical difficulties encountered with closed timelike curves and because theorem II suggests that such curves probably do not help in the singularity problem in any case), then we are led to the view that the instability of gravitation presumablyf results in regions of enormously large curvature occurring in our universe. These curvatures would have to be so large that our present concepts of local physics would become drastically modified. While the quantum effects of gravitation are normally thought to be significant only when curvatures approach IQ33 cm-1, all our local physics is based on the Poincare group being a good approximation of a local symmetry group at dimen sions greater than 10r13 cm. Thus, if curvatures ever even approach 1013 cm""1, there can be little doubt but that extraordinary local effects are likely to take place.
When a singularity results from a collapse situation in which a trapped surface has developed, then any such local effects would not be observable outside the collapse region. It is an open question whether physically realistic collapse situa tions, resulting in singularities, will sometimes arise without trapped surfaces developing (cf. Penrose 1969). If they do, it is likely that such singularities could (in principle) be observed from outside. Of course, the initial 'big bang' singularity of the Robertson-Walker models is an example of a singularity of the observable type. However, our theorem yields no information as to the observability of singularities in general. We cannot even rigorously infer whether the implied singularities are to be expected in the 'past' or the 'future'. (In this respect our present theorem yields somewhat less information than I, II, or V.) Our theorem will be directly applicable to any one of the following three situa tions. First, to the existence of a trapped surface; secondly, to the existence of of a compact space-like hypersurface; thirdly, to the existence of a point whose null-cone begins to ' converge again ' somewhere to the past of the point. We assume the energy condition and the non-existence of closed timelike curves. On the basis of this (and another very minor assumption which merely rules out some highly special models) we deduce that singularities will develop in fully general situations involving a collapsing star, or in a spatially closed universe, or (taking the point in question in the third case to be the earth at the present time) if the apparent solid angle subtended by an object of a given intrinsic size reaches some minimum when the object is at a certain distance from us. We show, in an appendix, that this last condition is indeed likely to be satisfied in our universe, assuming the correctness of the normal interpretation of the 2.7 K background radiation. A similar discussion was given earlier by Hawking & Ellis (1968) in connexion with theorem V. Since we now have a stronger theorem, we can use somewhat weaker physical assumptions concerning the radiation.
In §2 we give a number of lemmas and definitions that will be needed for our theorem. The precise statement of the theorem will be given in § 3. This statement f W e m ust always bear in m ind that a local 'energy-condition' (cf. (3.4)) is being assumed here, which m ight be violated not only in a modified Einstein theory (e.g. 'C-field'), but also in the standard theory if we were allowed to have very 'peculiar' m atter under extreme conditions. The quantum field-theoretic requirement of positive-definiteness o f energy (in order that the vacuum remain stable) is o f great relevance here, but its status is perhaps not com pletely clear (cf. Sexl & Urbantke 1967 for example).
is presented in a rather general form, which is somewhat removed from the actual applications. The main applications are given in a corollary to the theorem. One slight advantage of the form of statement that we have chosen will be that it enables a small amount of information to be extracted about the actual nature of the singularities. This is that (at least) one timelike or null geodesic must enter (or leave) the singularity not only in a finite proper (or affine) time, but also in such a way that none of the neighbouring initially parallel geodesics has time to be focused towards it before the singularity is encountered.
2. D e f in it io n s a n d lem m as A four-dimensional differentiable (Hausdorff and paracompactf) manifold if f will be called a space-time if it possesses a pseudo-Riemannian metric of hyperbolic normal signature ( + , -, -, -) and a time-orientation. (In fact the following arguments will apply equally well if iff has any dimension > 3; also, the timeorientability of iff need not really be assumed if we are prepared to apply the arguments to a twofold covering of iff.) There will be no real loss of generality in physical applications if we assume that if f and its metric are both C00. However, the arguments we use actually only require the metric to be G% .
We % E xcept for very minor parts of our discussion, the fact that we are allowing our causal curves not to be smooth plays no significant role in this paper, but it is useful for the general theory. We shall, for the most part, use terminology, definitions and some basic results as given in P. (However we use 'causal' for curves referred to in P as 'nonspace like' and 'achronal' for sets referred to in P as 'semispacelike'; cf. Carter 1967 Define the edge of an achronal closed set S to be the set of points p e S such thatf if r <4 p <4 q, with y a timelike curve from r to q, con neighbourhood of y contains a timelike curve from to not meeting 8 . It follows that edg6 (S) is in fact the set of points in whose vicinity 8 fails to be a C°-mani fold (8 achronal and closed). We have (cf. P, p.
191) edge (8)<^H+(S). (In fact edge($) = edge (H+(8)).) Furthermore:

Lemma (2.5). Every point of H +(8) -edge(S) is the future end-point of a null geodesic on H+(S) which can be extended into the past on H+(8) either indefinitely, or until it meets edge($).
For the proof, see P, p. 217 (compare H). A similar result (which follows at once from P, p. 216; H) is (with 8 closed and achronal).
Lemma (2.6). Every point p e i +[$] -S is the future end-point of a null geodesic on /+[$] which can be extended into the past on /+[$] either indefinitely (if p g 1+[S] -E +(S)) or until it meets edge(8) (whence p g E+(S)).
We say that strong causality holds at p if arbitrarily small neighbourhoods of p exist, each intersecting no timelike curve in a disconnected set. A property of D+(S) we shall require is the following. Again, S is to be achronal and closed.
Lemma (2.7). I f p e int D +(S), then J~(p) n J +[S] is compact. This follows from H. (See also P, p. 227: if edge($) = 0 , and strong causality holds at each point $ of S, we have the stronger result that int D+(S) is precisely the set of p e /+[$] for which J~(p) fl J +[S]
is both compact and contains no point at which strong causality fails. Lemma (2.7) follows by similar reasoning.)
We shall require the concept of conjugate points on a causal (i.e. timelike or null) geodesic. Two points p and qo n a causal geodesic y are said to geodesic ' neighbouring ' to y ' meets ' y at pa nd at q. Som congruence of geodesics through p in the neighbourhood of y has q as a, focal point, that is, a point where the divergence of the congruence becomes infinite. (This focal point will in general be an ' astigmatic ' focal point. It is a point of the ' caustic ' of the congruence. Precise definitions of conjugate points will be found in Milnor (1963) 
M.
Proof. The result has been given in Hawking (1966 c). We repeat the argument here since this reference is not readily available. Suppose strong causality fails at p. Let Bb e a normal coordinate neighbourhood of p and Qt a nested sequ of neighbourhoods of p converging on p. Now there is a timelike curve originating in Qi which leaves Ba t a point qi e B, re-enters B and returns to Qt. qi have an accumulation point qo n cannot be timelike (since otherwise I~(q) would contain some Qi} so closed timelike curves would result), nor spacelike. It must therefore be null. Furthermore, strong causality must also fail at q. Repeating the argument with q in place of p, we obtain a new null geodesic qr. In fact this must be the continuation of pq, since otherwise closed timelike curves would result. Continuing the process indefinitely both into the future and into the past we get an inextendible null geodesic y at every point of which strong causality must fail. By hypothesis y contains a pair of conjugate points. Thus by lemma (2.8) two of its points can be connected by a timelike curve. It follows that each point of some neighbourhood of one of these point can be joined by a timelike curve to each point of some neighbourhood of the other. This leads at once to the existence of closed timelike curves (because of strong causality violation), contrary to hypothesis. This establishes the lemma.
An important consequence of strong causality is the following result.
Lemma (2.11). Let p q be such that the set J +(p) fl J~(g) is c no points at which strong causality fails. Then there is a timelike geodesic from p to q which attains the maximum length for timelike curves connecting p to q. This result was proved by Siefert (1967). The result is, in effect, also contained in the earlier work of Avez (1963) . (Unfortunately Avez's analysis contains some errors owing to the fact that the possibility of strong causality breakdown is not duly taken into account.) Lemma (2.11) follows also from lemma in P (p. 227) in conjunction with VI of P (p. 228), as applied to the closed achronal set l~(q). In fact, lemma (2.11) can be generalized: if is a compact subset of M containing no points at which strong causality fails, then the maximum length for all timelike curves contained in G is attained (though not necessarily by a geod tial feature of this situation is that the space of causal curves contained in is compact, the length of a causal curve being an upper semi-continuous function of the curve. For this, we need the appropriate topology on the space of causal curves. (See Seifert (1967); cf. also Avez (1963) ). But it will not be necessary to enter into the general discussion here, as lemma (21.1) is all we shall need.
We define a future-trapped [resp. p a s t -t r a p p ] set to be a closedf set S^M for which E +(S) \resp. 
T he th eo rem
We shall begin by giving a precise statement of our theorem. The form of state ment we adopt is made primarily for the sake of generality and for certain mathematical advantages. But in order that the theorem may be directly applied to physical situations, we single out the main special cases of interest in a corollary. This recasts our main result in a much more suggestive and immediately usable form. However, the generality of the statement given in the theorem will also yield some advantages as regards applications. It will enable a small amount of information to be extracted as to the actual nature of the space-time singularities. Also, it is by no means impossible that the theorem, as stated, may have relevance in physical situations other than precisely those which we have considered here. We shall follow the statement of the theorem with some explanations and interpretations. With regard to (3.1) , the existence of closed timelike curves in any space-time model leads to very severe interpretative difficulties. It might perhaps be argued that the presence of a closed timelike world-line could be admissable, provided the world-line entered a region of such extreme physical conditions, or involved such large accelerations, that no physical observer could ' survive ' making this trip into his own past, so that any 'memory' of events would necessarily be destroyed in the course of the trip. However, it seems highly unlikely that the physical consequences of closed time like curves can be eliminated by considerations of this kind. The existence of such curves can imply serious global consistency conditions on the solutions of hyperbolic differential eq u ation s.W e are reassured by the theorem referred to as II in § 1 (cf. H) that the singularity problem of general relativity is not forcing us into consideration of closed timelike curves. Condition (3.2) of the theorem-namely that for any timelike or null geodesic, there is a 'neighbouring geodesic' which meets it at two distinct points-may, at first sight appear to be a strong one. However, this is not so. The condition is in fact one that could be expected to hold in any physically realistic non-singular space-time. It is a consequence of three requirements: causal geodesic completeness, the energy condition and a generality assumption.
Let us examine each of these three conditions in turn.
The requirement of causal geodesic completeness is simply that every timelike and null geodesic can be extended to arbitrarily large affine parameter value both into the future and into the past. (In a generic space-time, there would not be any null geodesic y which is directed along a principal null direction at six or more of its points. This is because null geodesics form a five-dimensional system. It is n conditions on a null geodesic that it be directed along a principal null direction at n of its points, so such null geodesics form a (5 -w)-dimensional system in a generic spacetime.) We can thus reasonably say that it is only in very 'special' (and therefore physically unrealistic) models that the condition will fail.
We must now show why these three conditions together imply (3.2). The fact that they do is essentially a consequence of the Raychaudhuri effect (1955, cf. also P, p. 169; compare also Myers 1941). The idea here is to proceed so far along the causal geodesic y that we get beyond the focal length of the effective Tens system ' due to the curvature along y (compare Penrose 19656). Consider a causal geodesic y belonging to a hypersurface orthogonal congruence of causal geodesics. We are interested in the members of J To nly in the imm When y is a null geodesic* we shall, for convenience, specify that all the other members of F shall also be null. In this case we shall, in fact, be interested only in those members of r, near y, which generate a null hypersurface containing y.
When y is time-like we define the vector field ta to be the unit future-directed tangents to the curves of T. When y is null, we choose a ve smoothly varying future-directed tangents to the curves of r, where la is parallelly propagated along each curve. We have Taking the trace of (3.15), we get Dd + ±d* = i (lrafiUafidpJ^-U afldafiUp < 0 by Schwarz's inequality and the energy condition (3.4) (which asserts Qyy 0). Equality holds only when Qyy = 0 and X Jaft is proportional to dafi (so that the shear would have to vanish).
VJb
Suppose Rabcdtbtd 4= 0 at some point x of y, in accordance with (3.11). Then Qap = j= 0 at x .We shall show, first, that this implies that the strict inequality holds in (3.17) at some point yo n yw ith x^y . For (for some fi), then clearly Qa/} 4= 0 at xi mplies Qyy 4= 0 at so holds at y -x . On the other hand, suppose Qafi is not of this form at x. Then by (3.15) Uag cannot be proportional to 8^ throughout any open segment of y whose closure includes x. Thus, the expression in parentheses in (3.17) must fail to vanish at some point y e 8 with x -< y ,so the strict inequality in (3.17) mus Let the real quantity W be defined along y as a non-zero solution of
DW = \ 0W
The singularities of gravitational collapse and cosmology(so that Wz measures a spacelike 3-volume element orthogonal to 7 and Lie transported along the curves of F). Then (3.17) givesf D2W < 0 (3.19) along y, provided W remains positive. Furthermore the strict inequality holds y. Choosing W > 0 at x ,we see from (3.18) and ( becomes zero at some point qo n y with x q. Furthermor becomes zero at some p e y with p < 4 x . This is pro complete geodesic. (By (3.12), we can interpret the 'D ' in (3.17), (3.18), (3.19) as d/d5, where si s a proper time parameter on 7. The completeness condition that the range of s is unbounded.) When W becomes zero, we have a, focal point of r (point of the caustic) at which 6 becomes infinite (since 6 = 3 In W). Now fix the causal geodesic 7 and fix a point x on it at which (3.11) holds: then allow the congruence jP to vary. Thus, we consider solutions of (3.15), where the matrix Qao is a given function of s. We shall be interested, in the first instance, in solutions for which 0 ^ 0 at x. Then by the above discussion there will be a first focal point qr on 7, for each r (with x qr ). Each solution of (3.15) is fixed once° O the value of Ua J 3 = Uao is fixed at x (with £7aa > 0). Thus, qr is a function of the nine Uao. Furthermore, it must be a continuous function. We note that if any component of Uap is very large, then qr is very near x (since, in the limit Qap becomes irrelevant and the solution resembles the flat space-time case). It follows that the qr s must lie in a bounded portion £ of 7. (The one-point compactification of the 0 0 space of Uap, with 'U aa ^ 0 is mapped continuously into 7, with the point at infinity being mapped to x itself. Thus, the image must be compact.) Choose a point q e y , to the future of £ and let r consist of the timelike geodesics (near 7) through q. If there were no conjugate point to q on 7, then the r congruence would be non-singular to the past of q .We cannot have < 0 imply q e £. But we have seen that 6 > 0 implie x. This establishes the existence of a pair of conjugate points on 7 in the timelike case.
When 7 is null, the argument is essentially similar. In place of (3.14) we can use the Sachs equations (cf. P, p. 167) which have a matrix form similar to (3.15). The components of the curvature tensor which enter into these equations are just the four independent real (or two independent complex) components of l[aRb]cd[eh]lcld-The analogue of 6i ssity parameter' L, satisfying DL = -pL and D 2L ^ 0. The conclusion is the same: If (3.10) holds at some point on 7, if 7 is complete and if the energy condition holds (in this case the weak energy condition (3.9) will suffice), then 7 contains a pair of conjugate points.
We now come to (3.3), the final condition of the theorem. A drawback of this condition, when it comes to applications, is that we may require considerable information of a global character concerning the space-time M, in order to decide whether or not a given set 8 is future-trapped. However, in certain special cases, we can invoke the weak energy condition and null-completeness, to enable us to infer, on the basis of these two properties, that a certain set should be futuretrapped. An example of such a set $ is a trapped surface (Penrose 1965 ; P, p. 211), defined as a compact spacelike 2-surface with the property that both systems of null geodesics which intersect S orthogonally converge at S, as we proceed into the future. (For simplicity, suppose 8 to be achronal.) We expect trapped surfaces to arise when a gravitational collapse of a localized body (e.g. a star) to within its Schwarzschild radius takes place, which does not deviate too much from spherical symmetry. The significant feature of a trapped surface arises from the fact that the null geodesics meeting it orthogonally are the generators of E +(8). If these null geodesics start out by converging (p > 0) then by the earlier discussion (Raychaudhuri effect in the null case-weak energy condition and null complete ness assumed), they must continue to converge until they encounter a focal point. Either then, or before then, they must leave E +(S) (cf. P, p. 218). Since 8 is com pact and since the focal points must move continuously with the geodesic (being obtainable via integration of curvature), it follows that the geodesic segments joining 8 to the focal points must sweep out a compact set. Thus E +(8), being the intersection of this compact set with the closed set ./+[$], must also be compactso 8 is future-trapped and the theorem applies.
Precisely the same argument will apply in more general situations. For example, if 8 is any compact achronal set whose edge is smooth and at which the null geodesics which form the local boundary of its future (these will be orthogonal to edge($)) converge at edge($) as we proceed into the future, then (again assuming null completeness and the weak energy condition) 8 will be future-trapped. More generally still, we need not require that the null geodesics which form the local boundary of the future of 8 actually converge at edge($). It is only necessary that we should have some reason for believing that they converge somewhere to the future of 8. In particular, 8 might contain but a single point p, located somewhere near the centre of a collapsing body, but at a time before the collapse has drastically affected the geometry at p. Then, under suitable circumstances the future null cone of p can encounter sufficient collapsing matter that it (locally) starts con verging again. Thus every null geodesic through p will encounter a point conjugate to p in the future (assuming null completeness and the weak energy condition), so again these null geodesic segments sweep out a compact set. Its intersection with l+(p) is E+({p}), implying that E +({p}) is compact, so {p} is future-trapped and the theorem applies.
In its time-reversed form, this last example has relevance to cosmology. If the point p refers to the earth at the present epoch, the null geodesics into the past, through p sweep out a region which can be taken to represent that portion of the universe which is visible to us now. If sufficient matter (or curvature in general) encounters these null geodesics, then the divergence (-p) of the geodesics may be expected to change sign somewhere to the past of This sign change occurs where an object of given size intercepting the null ray subtends its maximum solid angle at p. Thus, the existence of such a maximum solid angle for objects in each direc tion, may be taken as the physical interpretation of this type of past-trapped set {p}. Again the theorem applies. In an appendix we give an argument to show that the required condition on p seems indeed to be satisfied in our universe.
Another example of a future-(or past-) trapped set is any achronal set which is a compact spacelike hypersurface. (If we do not assume that the hypersurface is achronal, we can produce a 'copy' of it which is achronal by taking a suitable covering manifold of the entire space-time, cf. H. Thus, we actually lose no generality by assuming that S is achronal.) In this case, since edge($) = we have E+(S) = S, so E +(8) is compact. Hence the theorem a universe' models. It is possible that still other situations of physical interest might arise in which a future-(or past-) trapped set S would be inferred as existing (perhaps on the basis of completeness or energy assumptions).
We are now in a position to state the corollary to our theorem. } and so is also compact with strong causality holding throughout. Thus, by lemma (2.11) there is a maximal causal geodesic p i from 0q to ci. Now Pi must meet T, which is compact, at qi} say. As i -> 00, there will be an accumulation point qi n Ta n The singularities of gravitational collapse an of greater than 2). With a Hubble constant of 100 km s_1 Mpc-1, a red-shift of 0.4 corresponds to a distance of about 3 x 1027 cm. Taking to be this distance, the contribution of the gas density to the integral in (Al) is As laVa will be greater than 1.4 for r > R x it (Al) will be satisfied at an optical depth of about 0.1. If the optical depth of the Universe were less than this, one would not expect either a black body spectrum or a high degree of isotropy, as the photons would not suffer sufficient collisions. Even if the radiation arose from an isotropic distribution of black-body emitters at a higher temperature but covering less than ^ of the sky, what one would see would then be a dilute * grey ' body spectrum which could agree with the observations between 20 and 2 cm but which would not fit those at 9 and 2 mm. Thus we can be fairly certain that the required condition is satisfied in the observed Universe.
2.6 p (?a V0)2 dr while the optical depth of gas at red-shifts greater than 0.4 is
